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ABOUT ROB
Rob is a Technology Professional with 17 years of experience,
including technology management, design and development and
web-based JEE solution experience. Throughout his career he had the
ability to understand the business need at a fundamental level, and
translate that quickly and efficiently into a deployable product. Rob
continually demonstrates the ability to work effectively with a broad
variety of people with a broad range of domain and technical
skills. His positive can-do partnership attitude has been a key to him
producing exceptional results throughout his career. Rob also holds
a Bachelor’s Degree in Management Information Systems from The
University of Central Florida.

DETAILS
WHAT OTHERS HAVE TO SAY
"In my career, there have been few professionals that have been as diversely capable and
operationally astute as Rob Lyon. He has the ability to understand the business need at a
fundamental level, and translate that quickly and efficiently into a functional, testable and deployable
product. He demonstrated the ability to work effectively with a broad variety of people with a broad
range of domain and technical skills. His patience and willingness to listen facilitated exceptional
results. Having an expert understanding of the development life cycle, his work products integrated
flawlessly within the overall program. Rob was a pleasure to work with.”
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“Rob Lyon distinguished himself as a Technical Lead, supervising significant parts of the SunPass
Financial System, and its ancillary subsystems. Rob brought order and performed the following
tasks in a most superior manner: [1] Supervised the QA Branch – in its early days, [2] Assisted in the
validating requirements with the business; [3] Developed Test Descriptions from Requirements, [4]
Converted and adapted legacy batch reports and interoperable subsystems to work with the new
SunPass Accounts System ; [5] Assisted with the development of the Service Oriented Architecture
(reusable objects used to process toll data and financial transactions); [6] Validated the design with
business leaders; [7] Supported the development of a new test strategy, on the road to the successful
implementation of our product. It was an honor to work with Rob, and when I am back in Florida,
and am assigned another web application requiring sound skills and a very persistent application
designer and JAVA programmer – Rob Lyon will be at the top of my list.”

PERSONAL SLOGAN: “WORK SMART, WORK HARD, AND PLAY HARD.”

